
High contrast portriats



First in find a 
portrait that 
focuses on the 
face and a 
evident light 
source 



Once you have 
saved that 
portrait we will 
be bringing it to 
photopea to 
delete the 
background ( 
you can do this 
in pixlr bg if you 
prefer) and 
then prepping 
the image.,... 
just like last 
project. 



File > open 
and Place



Edit free transform



Scale the image 
so that the face is 
the main focus of 
the frame

And then delete 
the background

And fill with black 
paint



Image > adj> black 
and white



Because this 
is all about 
High contrast 
.. we need to 
enhance the 
contrast of 
the portrait

Image> adj> 
brightness 
and contrast



Ok now to 
further enhance 
the value and 
lighting.. Go find 
a black and 
white gradient 
that has the 
similar “lighting 
direction” ie 
when you place 
this gradient on 
top of the 
portrait will the 
highlights line 
up? 



File > open and place

edit> free transform

Line up the highlights 
and scale the image 
so that it goes beyond 
the edges of the frame



Change the layers 
blending mode to 

SOFT LIGHT



Select both layers

Right click> merge 
layers



Please duplicate 
your layer



Ok on the next two slides you have an option

If you want a challenge don't threshold your portrait posterize (this will give you 
more details to trace in gravit)



Option 1.

On one of your 
layers

image> adjustment> 
threshold

Choose a balance 
here… you want to 
be able to make out 
the face, but also 
know that the white 
area is what you will 
be tracing in gravit



Option two

image> adjustment> 
posterize

Like 3 or 4



now , just like the last project we 
need to export each layer as a jpeg 
so you can place each on in gravit

File> export > jpeg



In gravit create a new 
document the exact 
size of your portrait





Place in all your 
exported jpegs



Create a 
rectangle and 
fill it with 
whatever the 
background 
color is mostly 
in your 
portrait.. Ie 
black or white



Toggle of your 
rectangle

Take your pen tool and 
begin tracing the 
shapes of white

You do not have to 
trace all of them in one 
big shape like a 
silhouette you can 
build shapes up like 
building a wall with 
legos



Continue tracing 
and the wite areas

If you have an 
areas that has a 
black shape in the 
middle of ie like 
my eyes… dont 
worry and cover it 
up for now … we 
can add a black 
shape on top later



Toggle back on 
the rectangle 
and use your 
subselect tool 
the shape the 
anchor points 
and the shapes

Ps take of the 
black borders



Continue to 
trace and 
add 
shapes in a 
layering 
manner to 
create your 
high 
contrast 
portiat



Now if you 
have any 
important 
details that got 
covered up..

Toggle of your 
shapes and 
trace with your 
pen tool those 
little “Island” 
shapes



For example here 
i am tracing the 
nose shaddow 
and filling it black.  
I will make sure 
that it is at the top 
of my list so that it 
is visible 



Awesome … you have 
made your black and 
white vectored high 
contrast portrait… 
please hand it a copy of 
your project at this 
stage.. You will be 
getting to separate 
project grades… one for 
the black and white 
portrait and one with 
color!!!
















